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Summary
The aim of this paper is to study the influence of the shape of the temperature distribution on the thermoacous-
tic amplification in an annular thermoacoustic prime mover. An analytical model is presented and the acoustic
field in the whole device is computed for an arbitrary temperature distribution. The obtained results demonstrate
dependence of the thermoacoustic amplification not only on the maximum temperature difference but also sig-
nificantly on the details of the spatial temperature distribution, which influence the structure of the acoustic field
throughout the thermoacoustic core. These results provide the opportunity to predict qualitatively the variation of
the thermoacoustic amplification, when the temperature distribution is modified by acoustic streaming or acous-
tically enhanced thermal conductivity. It may be of primary importance when trying to explain the complicated,
experimentally observed dynamics of the transient process of acoustic wave amplification and saturation.

PACS no. 43.35.Ud, 43.25.Nm, 43.25+y

1. Introduction

The basic elements of a thermoacoustic prime mover are
a resonant acoustic tube (filled with a gas) and a stack
of solid plates subjected to a strong temperature gradi-
ent. When the temperature gradient along the stack ex-
ceeds some critical value, the thermoacoustic interaction
between the fluid and the stack results in the self exci-
tation of a high amplitude acoustic wave. Recently, ther-
moacoustic devices using a travelling wave phasing have
been investigated and have already demonstrated high ef-
ficiency [1, 2], compared to classical standing wave de-
vices. At the present time, there is a growing interest in
improving the understanding and in optimizing the effi-
ciency of travelling wave thermoacoustic prime movers,
in order to make use of them, for instance as a mechan-
ical source for cryocoolers. One of those devices, called
the annular thermoacoustic prime mover, involves placing
the stack in a closed loop resonator (as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1a), thus allowing the generation of travelling acous-
tic waves [3]. In such a device, the saturation of the ther-
moacoustic instability leading to the stationary regime is
linked not only to classical nonlinear phenomena such as
the cascade process of higher harmonic generation and mi-
nor losses, but also to nonlinear processes influencing the
temperature distribution in the inhomogeneously heated
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parts of the system such as acoustically enhanced ther-
mal conductivity (equivalent to heat transport induced by
gas oscillations [4]) and the excitation of unidirectional
acoustic streaming [5]. Such kinds of nonlinear interac-
tions between the acoustic and temperature fields may
firstly reduce the mean temperature gradient across the
stack (with subsequent saturation of the acoustic wave am-
plitude), but may also change the shape of the temperature
distribution, as illustrated in Figures 1b,c. While various
analytical models describe classical nonlinear phenomena
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and streaming generation [5, 11, 12], the
influence of temperature distribution profile in the inho-
mogeneously heated parts of the device on thermoacous-
tic amplification is less understood. In fact, to our knowl-
edge, the existing models neither allow to describe pre-
cisely the acoustically induced evolution of the tempera-
ture distribution during the transient regime of the prime
mover operation, nor give an idea of the reverse influ-
ence of the temperature distribution on the structure of the
acoustic field and on the thermoacoustic amplification pro-
cess. The existing analytical models frequently consider a
mean temperature gradient along the stack and do not al-
low for the temperature field to be other than linear in co-
ordinate, whereas for instance forced thermal convection
(due to acoustic streaming) could give to this temperature
field a nonlinear shape (Figure 1b). Now, various exper-
imental observations indicate that nonlinear effects influ-
encing the temperature field probably play a major role
[13, 14, 15]. Particularly, we expect those nonlinear effects
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the annular thermoa-
coustic prime mover. (b) Qualitative representation of the acous-
tically induced variations of the temperature distribution (dashed
line) due to acoustic streaming directed from left to right. (c)
Qualitative representation of the acoustically induced variations
of the temperature distribution (dashed line) due to acoustically
enhanced thermal conductivity.

to be responsible for what we called the double-threshold
phenomenon [15] and other complicated dynamical be-
haviours observed under some heating conditions in the
transient regime.

A quantitative and exhaustive description of the ther-
moacoustic amplification process requires a numerical res-
olution of the equations of motion [16], but many expen-
sive diagnostics may be wasted trying to understand the
independent influence of each one of the nonlinear phe-
nomena that control the saturation. We believe that a com-
plementary approach would be to find the simplest de-
scription that qualitatively captures the dynamics which
are typically observed in experiments. Obviously, ther-
moacoustic amplification and saturation processes depend
on numerous parameters, but if we succeed in determin-
ing the most relevant ones that provide qualitative descrip-
tion, we will expect additional terms to have only quanti-
tative effects. As pointed out before, the main deficiency
we must clear up before trying to compute the transient
regime is the analysis of how and why the shape of the
spatial temperature distribution (i.e. linear or not) through-
out the thermoacoustic core of an annular thermoacoustic
prime mover has an influence on the sound amplification
process. This will be the topic of the present paper.

In section 2, an analytical model for an annular thermoa-
coustic prime mover is presented [17]. This model, which
is based on mathematical approach developed for stand-
ing wave devices [8], uses the scattering matrix formalism
to describe the acoustic field in this closed loop device.
There are neither restrictions on the stack length nor on
the shape of the temperature field. Analytical expressions
for the threshold condition and for the corresponding os-
cillation frequency are provided, and calculated numeri-
cally. The acoustic field in the whole device, and the total
work flow are also calculated. In section 3, the role of the
temperature distribution in the stack and in the inhomoge-
neously heated part of the resonator is investigated, from

the quasi-adiabatic regime to the quasi-isothermal regime.
The main result is that the temperature distribution in the
resonator has a great influence on the amplification pro-
cess, mainly because it significantly modifies the acous-
tic pressure, velocity and phase shift between them. Con-
sequently, accounting for the effect of acoustic streaming
and acoustically induced thermal conductivity in a theory
describing transient interaction of the acoustic and thermal
fields in the transient regime may allow to reproduce, at
least qualitatively, the experimentally observed dynamics
of the prime mover operation.

2. Analytical model

The device is schematically presented in Figure 1. It con-
sists of an annular cylindrical waveguide (inner radius
DW ) of length L, that can be divided into three parts, i.e.
the stack (!HS & x & )), the inhomogeneously heated
part of the resonator () & x & HW ), and the cold part
(HW & x & L !HS). The interval !HS & x & HW is
called the thermoacoustic core. The stack is a porous ma-
terial (longitudinal porosity 3 ).1*) with many cylindri-
cal channels of inner radius DS . Notice that in the corre-
sponding experimental device [13, 15] the stack is made of
many square channels, but the cylindrical geometry is cho-
sen because computation times are significantly shorter.
No restriction is made on the stack length HS and on the
shape of the temperature distribution in the thermoacous-
tic core. In our model [17], the coupling between the ther-
moacoustic core and the rest of the resonator is described
using the scattering matrix of the thermoacoustic core, for
an arbitrary temperature distribution profile T &x'.

2.1. Scattering matrix of the thermoacoustic core

Acoustic variables are expressed in the frequency domain,
- denoting the angular frequency. In the interval HW &
x & L!HS with homogeneous temperature distribution,
the acoustic pressure Dp&x/ -' % Dp&x' can be separated into
its two counterpropagative components Dp&x' 3 Dp%&x' (
Dp!&x', where Dp% and Dp! represent the complex ampli-
tudes of the pressure waves which propagate respectively
in the (x and !x directions (p&x/ t' 3 0e

!
Dp&x'e!i't

"
).

In order to take into account the causality of incident, re-
flected and transmitted waves at the edges of the thermoa-
coustic core, a discrete time scale is introduced using the
subscript m corresponding to the mth passing of the wave
through the thermoacoustic core. Consequently, as illus-
trated in Figure 2, the acoustic pressure at themth iteration
can be expressed as a function of its value at the &m!*'th
iteration and of the reflexion/transmission characteristics
of the thermoacoustic core, using the scattering matrix as
follows:(

Dp%m&HW '
Dp!m&!HS'

)
3

(
T % R!

R% T !

)(
Dp%m!'&!HS'
Dp!m!'&HW '

)
. (1)

In equation (2), the coefficients T $ and R$ represent
the transmission and reflexion coefficients of the thermoa-
coustic core. To compute these coefficients, it is necessary
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to solve the well-known differential equation of thermoa-
coustics [18] (second order differential equation with vari-
able coefficients)

d

dx

*
&*! f$'

dDp

dx

+
( "

*
*!f$(

f$ ! f#
&*!+'&*(%'

+
dT

dx

dDp

dx

(

(
-

ac

)( *
* (

&# ! *'f#
* ( %

+
Dp 3 ). (2)

Here, T &x' is the mean temperature (i.e. the temperature
averaged over a period of acoustic oscillations), - is the
angular frequency, ac is the speed of sound, " is the iso-
baric thermal expansion coefficient, # is the specific heat
ratio of fluid, and + is the Prandtl number. The frequency
(and temperature) dependant functions f$ and f# charac-
terize the efficiciency of the viscous and thermal coupling
of the acoustic field with the walls of the channel (stack
channel, or waveguide). For the case of a cylindrical chan-
nel of inner radius D, these functions are

f$(# 3
+

iY$(#

J'&iY$(#'

J&&iY$(#'
/ (3)

where Y$(# 3 &* ( i'
D

$$(#
. (4)

$# 3
p
+&&T &x''1- is the acoustic thermal boundary

layer thickness in fluid and $$ 3
p
+'&T &x''1- is the

acoustic viscous boundary layer thickness in fluid (' and
& denoting the temperature dependant kinematic viscos-
ity and thermal diffusivity of the fluid). The coefficient %,
proportional to the ratio %f1%S of thermal effusivities of
fluid and solid, characterizes heat transport in the direc-
tion normal to the direction of acoustic wave propagation.
Assuming %( * (in fact, considering % 3 )) and " 3 *1T
(i.e. considering that the fluid is an ideal gas), equation (2)
reduces to

d(Dp

dx(
(

*
* (

*

*! f$

(
f$ ! f#
*! +

! TN &x'
df$
dTN

)+

"
*

TN

dTN
dx

dDp

dx
(5)

(

(
-

ac

)(
*

TN

*
* (

*

*! f$
&f$ ( &# ! *'f#'

+
Dp 3 )/

where TN &x' 3 T &x'1TC , with TC denoting the cold
temperature (i.e. the temperature at the cold end of the
stack). It has been demonstrated in an earlier paper dealing
with standing wave prime movers [8] that transformation
of this equation into an equivalent Volterra integral equa-
tion of the second kind leads to an exact solution in the
form of an infinite iterative sequence of integral operators.
Here, we take advantage of this result, taking into account
the specific boundary conditions linked to the annular ge-
ometry of the present device. The following quantities

d,'
dx

3

*
* (

*

*! f$

(
f$ ! f#
*! +

! TN &x'
df$
dTN

)+

"
*

TN

dTN
dx

/ (6)
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Figure 2. Reflected and transmitted waves at the edges of the
thermoacoustic core.

,& 3
*

TN

*
* (

*

*! f$
&f$ ( &# ! *'f#'

+
(7)

are introduced, and a new spatial coordinate ( is defined:

d(

dx
3 (x 3 e#&"#x!$!&"#x$$/ (8)

where x& is an arbitrary origin in the reference frame.
Then, defining the function

F &(' 3 ,&&x&(''(
!(
x / (9)

equation (5) reduces to

d(Dp

d((
( k(cF &('Dp 3 )/ (10)

with kc 3 -1ac. The main advantage of this formulation
is that the solution can be found using an iterative method.
For this purpose, equation (10) is modified into the equiv-
alent form

Dp&(' 3 Dp&(&' (

Z %

%!

dDp

d(%
&(%' d(%/ (11)

dDp

d(
&(' 3

dDp

d(
&(&'! k(c

Z %

%!

F &(%'Dp&(%' d(%. (12)

This set of equations is well-suited for a numerical resolu-
tion by the use of successive approximations. Indeed, the
N th order solutions for Dp and d% Dp on the left hand-side of
equations (11) and (12) can be found by substituting their
values at the &N ! *'th order in the integral operators on
the right hand-side of equations (11) and (12). Introducing
the integral operators $' and $(

f .!* $' &f' 3 ikc

Z %

%!

F &(%'f&(%'d(%/ (13)

f .!* $( &f' 3 ikc

Z %

%!

f&(%'d(%/ (14)
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the exact solution for Dp and d% Dp is finally obtained in the
form of an infinite sequence of integral operators(

Dp&('
d,p
d% &('

)
3( P&

n)&&$($''
n "#

ikc

P&

n)&&$'$('
n

ikc$'

P&

n)&&$($''
n

P&

n)&&$'$('
n

)

"

(
Dp&(&'
d,p
d% &(&'

)
/ (15)

where for instance &$($''
nDp&(&' means

!
$($'

"n
Dp&(&' 3 $(

&
$'

&
. . .$(

&
$'7 6z 8

n times

!
Dp&(&'

"'''
. (16)

Then, using the Navier-Stokes equation, the acoustic ve-
locity Dv&x/ r' is expressed as a function of acoustic pres-
sure, and integrating over a cross section, the mean axial
velocity hDv&x'ir (where h ir denotes the average over a
cross section) is expressed as

hDv&x'ir 3
*

ikcZ&x'

dDp&x'

dx
/ (17)

with

Z&x' 3
*&x'ac
*! f$

/ (18)

*&x' being the mean density along the thermoacoustic
core. Combining equations (17) and (15) finally gives the
acoustic field in the thermoacoustic core as a function of
its value at position x&:(

Dp&x'#
Dv&x'

$
r

)
3, P&

n)& &$($''
n

Z&x'$(

P&

n)& &$'$('
n

%x#x$""

Z#x$

P&

n)& &$($''
n Z#x!$%x#x$

Z#x$

P&

n)& &$'$('
n

-

"

(
Dp&x&'#
Dv&x&'

$
r

)
. (19)

Invoking equation (19) yields the transfer matrix of the
thermoacoustic core:(

Dp&HW '#
Dv&HW '

$
r

)
3 T #

(
Dp&!HS'#
Dv&!HS'

$
r

)
(20)

3 TS # TW #

(
Dp&!HS'#
Dv&!HS'

$
r

)
/

where TS is obtained using equation (19) with &x&/ x' 3
&!HS / )' for a channel radius D % DS and TW is ob-
tained using equation (19) with &x&/ x' 3 &)/ HW ' for a
channel radius D % DW .

Then, the linear propagation of an harmonic wave in the
cold part of the resonator (HW & x & L ! HS) can be
described by equation (5), taking into account that TN % *
(and taking D % DW in equation (4)). The resulting ex-
pressions for the counterpropagative components Dp% and

Dp! of acoustic pressure waves in the cold part of the res-
onator are:

Dp$&x' 3 Dp$&HW 'e$ikW #x!HW $/ (21)

where the complex wavenumber

kW 3 kc

s
* ( &# ! *'f#

*! f$
(22)

accounts for the thermal and viscous losses in the vicinity
of the resonator walls.

Using equations (21) and (17) the mean acoustic veloc-
ity hDv&x'ir can be expressed as a function of the counter-
propagative components Dp% and Dp! of acoustic pressure
Dp 3 Dp% ( Dp! and finally, simple calculations allow us to
transform the transfer matrix (equation (20)) into the scat-
tering matrix (equation (1)), and then the coefficient R$

and T $ are obtained.

2.2. Thermoacoustic amplification coefficient

Now, the method for determining the threshold conditions
is laid out. To model the amplification/attenuation of the
wave through the thermoacoustic core, a thermoacoustic
amplification coefficient ! is introduced as follows:

/x - 6)/ L7/ Dp$m&x' 3 Dp$m!'&x'e
!. (23)

In this equation, the coefficient ! describes the amplitude
evolution of counterpropagative waves that travel a closed
loop in the system, passing through the thermoacoustic
core and then in the waveguide at room temperature TC .

The sign of ! determines whether the acoustic wave is
attenuated (! 0 )) or amplified (! 2 )) while ! 3 )
corresponds to the threshold condition or to the stationnary
regime. Combining equations (1), (21), and (23) gives:( !

T % ! e!!ikWLW
"
R!e!ikWLW

R%eikWLW
!
T ! ! e!!ikWLW

" )

"

(
Dp%m&HW '
Dp!m&HW '

)
3

(
)
)

)
/ (24)

whereLW 3 L!HS!HW is the length of the waveguide
at room temperature. The solution &Dp%m&HW '/ Dp!m&HW ''
of equation (24) is nonzero if the matrix determinant is
zero: !

e!!ikWLW ! T %
"

"
!
e!!ikWLW ! T !

"
!R%R! 3 ). (25)

If the temperature distribution in the thermoacoustic core
is fixed, a truncated approximate solution for T $ and R$

can be computed, and introduced in equation (25) to obtain
the amplification coefficient ! and the corresponding an-
gular frequency -. Here, we are interested in the most un-
stable acoustic mode, which is in most cases the first trav-
elling wave mode of the annular waveguide (f ' ac1L).
The quantity ", 3 ! ! i&kWLW ! +)' is introduced,
where +) is in fact the approximate value for kWLW in
the empty device (LW 3 L). Substituting ", in equation
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(25) results in a quadratic equation in e!&, which admits
the solution

e!& 3 !$ 3

(
T % ( T !

+

)
(26)

$

s(
T % ! T !

+

)(

(R%R!.

Finally, separating equation (26) into real and imaginary
parts, the following set of equations is solved:.
!$ 3 ln

%%* ( !$&-$'
%%!1m!kW &-$'LW

"
+) 3 Arg

!
* ( !$&-$'

"
( 0e

!
kW &-$'LW

" / (27)

If we were interested in the nth travelling wave mode of
the device we would only replace +) by +n) in equation
(27). As pointed out in equations (26) and (27) there are
two possible solutions for ! and -, but it is easy to accept
that the physically observable solution is the one which
increases in the quickest way. Consequently, the chosen
solution &!/ -' - f&!!/ -!'/ &!%/ -%'g is that for which

! 3 Sup&!%/ !!'. (28)

2.3. Acoustic field in the whole device

Finally, the acoustic field in the whole device can be com-
puted for some arbitrary temperature distribution, once the
corresponding amplification coefficient ! and oscillation
frequency - are known. Using equation (21), the acoustic
pressure in the cold part of the waveguide is firstly com-
puted as follows:

/x - 6HW / L!HS 7/

Dp&x' 3 Dp%&HW '
h
eikW #x!HW $

( DR&HW 'e!ikW #x!HW $
i
/ (29)

where the complex quantity DR&HW ' = Dp!&HW ' /
Dp%&HW ' is obtained using equation (24):

DR&HW ' 3
e!!ikWLW ! T %

R!e!ikWLW
. (30)

Combining equations (29) and (17), the mean acoustic ve-
locity hDv&x'ir is also computed.

Then, to obtain the acoustic field in the thermoacoustic
core, equation (19) is used. This equation is valid both in
the stack region and in the inhomogeneously heated part
of the resonator, but each region has to be treated sepa-
rately, becauseZ&x', (x&x', $' and $( depend notably on
the f$(# functions which characterize the transverse distri-
bution of oscillating velocity and oscillating entropy in the
channel, and which are consequently not the same depend-
ing on whether the channel radius D is DS or DW .

So, setting the boundary values Dp&L!HS' and hDv&L!
HS'ir in the right-hand side of equation (19) (i.e. setting
x& to L ! HS), the acoustic field is first computed in the
6!HS / )7 interval. Then, setting the boundary values Dp&L'
and hDv&L'ir in the right-hand side of equation (19) (with

account of D % DW ), the acoustic field is finally com-
puted in the 6L/L(HW 7 % 6)/ HW 7 interval.

Note that in equation (29), the clockwise pressure wave
amplitude Dp%&HW ', and consequently the amplitudes of
acoustic waves are unknown. In fact, to determine the am-
plitude of the pressure wave at any time in the device, it
is necessary to solve the transient problem from the on-
set of the thermoacoustic instability to the stabilization of
the wave amplitude (due to nonlinear processes). Never-
theless, by setting Dp%&HW ' to an arbitrary value in equa-
tion (29), we are able to find the structure of the acoustic
field in the whole device, for a given temperature distri-
bution profile T &x'. Thus, for all the results presented in
the following, Dp%&HW ' will be set in order to have an in-
put intensity I&HW ' of *W , with I 3 &*1+'0e&DphDv#ir'
(# denoting the complex conjugate), the main object being
to understand how and why the amplification coefficient
! depends on the details of the temperature distribution
T &x'.

3. Results

Thermoacoustic energy conversion is known to be con-
trolled notably by the nature of the interaction between the
acoustic waves and the solid surfaces. This interaction is
characterized by the thicknesses of the viscous and thermal
boundary layers $$ and $# relative to the channel diameter
+DS, where $$ 3

p
+'1- and $# 3

p
+&1- (' and &

denoting the dynamic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of
fluid, respectively) depend on the temperature T &x' since
' , & , T "%' (with " 3 ).0, [19]). In our theoretical
model, all the geometric properties (stack length, resonator
length) and physical properties (stack material, fluid) are
adjustable. Here, we will focus only on the role of the tem-
perature distribution when the regime of the acoustic and
thermal waves interaction inside the stack varies from the
quasi adiabatic (QA) regime ($#($1DS ( *) to the quasi
isothermal (QI) regime (&$#($1DS'

( ) *). Thus, the only
parameter variations that will be considered here are firstly
the temperature distribution T &x', and secondly the ther-
mal conductivity of the fluid at room temperature K&TC'.
In fact, the variations of the viscous properties of the fluid
are also considered accordingly with K&TC' variations,
because the Prandtl number will be fixed to its value for
air (+ 3 '1& 3 ).0). For the remainder of the paper, all
the other parameters will be kept constant (except stack
length HS in Figures 14–15). Their values correspond to
those of our experimental apparatus [13, 15] as indicated
in Table I.

3.1. Transition from the QA regime to the QI
regime in the case of the linear temperature
distribution

The acoustic field in the whole device is presented in Fig-
ure 3 for the case of linear temperature distribution profile
at threshold condition (! 3 )) when the device is filled
with air at atmospheric pressure ($#1DS 3 ).-/). The ob-
served discontinuities for the acoustic velocity at the edges
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Table I. Geometrical and physical properties of the model.

Physical properties

volumetric heat thermal
mass capacity conductivity

kg/m$ J/kg/K W/m/K
stainless

steel +-$$ (*$ %(

stack
(cordierite) &)$$ -$$ &#)

fluid
(air) %#& %$$' variable

Geometrical properties

L &#&(m
DW &*#)mm

stack porosity $#,%

DS $#()mm
HS $#%)m
HW $#(m

1

1.5

2

T
(x

)/
T

C
 (

K
/K

)

0
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1

1.5

p
 

(k
P

a)
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v
 

(m
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1 )

Hw−L −Hs 0 Hw
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1
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)

position along the device

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 3. Distribution of the acoustic pressure j/p"x#j (b), acoustic
velocity j/v"x#j (c), and acoustic intensity I . "%%&##e"/p/v"#
(d) in the whole device, at threshold for the case of the linear
temperature distribution profile (a).

of the stack are simply due to the flow conservation (with
a stack porosity of ).1*). Notice that the acoustic inten-
sity (fig. 3 (d)) produced in the stack exactly compensates
for the thermal and viscous losses in the other part of the
resonator.

Now, the threshold conditions are analyzed when $#($
varies (DS remaining constant) from the quasi adiaba-
tic regime to the quasi isothermal regime. Figure 4 pre-
sents the evolution of both hot to cold temperature ra-
tio TH1TC 3 T &x 3 )'1T &x 3 !HS' and frequency
f 3 -1+) at threshold as a function of $#1DS.

The results obtained match earlier experimental results
obtained by Yazaki [1]. In particular, they show the exis-
tence of a minimum in the threshold temperature ratio at
$#1DS ' ).. (i.e. between QA and QI regime). A dras-
tic increase in TH1TC is also observable when $#1DS

tends to 1 (QI regime). The threshold frequency f does
not change significantly: its order of magnitude remains
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Figure 4. Evolution of the TH%TC ratio and frequency f at
threshold, versus "!%DS .
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Figure 5. Distribution of the acoustic pressure j/p"x#j , acous-
tic velocity j/v"x#j , phase shift !pv and acoustic intensity I .
%%&#e"/p/v"# in the whole device, at threshold for the case of the
linear temperature distribution profile. Solid line: "!%DS . $#%,
dashed line: "!%DS . $#+'.

f ' ac1L, with small variations predominantly due to
temperature dependence of sound velocity ac in the ther-
moacoustic core (and perhaps also due to changes in the
sound reflexion at the edges of the stack).

In Figure 4, two particular points (referred as 1 and 2)
are marked on the threshold curve. For these two points,
the threshold condition occurs for the same TH1TC , but
for different values of $#($1DS . Figure 5 presents the
acoustic field in the whole device for these two particu-
lar points. Although the threshold conditions are the same,
it appears clearly that the acoustic pressure jDpj, acoustic
velocity jDvj, and phase shift #pv between Dp and Dv are not
distributed in the same way in these two particular cases.
More particularly, when $#($1DS varies, the pressure and
velocity minima/maxima are shifted, and the phase shift
also varies. Moreover, the distribution of the acoustic in-
tensity I shows that thermal and viscous losses in the res-
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onator are higher for $#1DS 3 ).0 (QI regime) than for
$#1DS 3 ).* (QA regime).

For a better understanding, these results are analyzed in
terms of energy conversion. According to Tominaga [20,
equations (105)-(108)], the energy conversion per unit vol-
ume due to the thermoacoustic interaction in a single pore
of given geometry is written as the sum of four terms, in
the frequency domain for an ideal gas:

w 3 w# ( w$ ( wSW ( wTW / (31)

where

w# %
*

+

# ! *

*a(c
1m&FSf#'- jDpj

( (32)

and

w$ %
*

+
-*

1m&f$'

j*! f$ j
( jhDvirj

(
/ (33)

are negative quantities which express viscous and thermal
losses in the vicinity of the channel walls, respectively.

wSW % !
*

+

dxT

T
1m&FSh'

%%Dp%%%%hDvir%% sin&#pv' (34)

and

wTW %
*

+

dxT

T
0e&FSh'

%%Dp%%%%hDvir%% cos&#pv'/ (35)

proportional to sin,pv and cos,pv , represent the stand-
ing and travelling wave components of the energy conver-
sion respectively (for a pure travelling wave, #pv 3 ) +
wSW 3 )). Here, the functions f#($ are given by equa-
tions (3)-(4) with D % DS in equation (4), and the terms
FS and h are expressed as a function of f# and f$ as fol-
lows:

FS 3
*

* ( ef#
/ (36)

h 3
f# ! f$

&*! +'&*! f$'
/ (37)

where e 3 Cf1Cs is the ratio of heat capacity of the fluid
to that of the solid wall.

Finally, the energy conversion terms due to the thermoa-
coustic interaction in a single cylindrical pore of inner ra-
dius DS and length HS are derived as follows:

W#($(TW(SW 3 )D(
S

Z &

!HS

w#($(TW(SW &x' dx. (38)

The total energy conversion in the stack

Wtot 3 nC&W# (W$ (WTW (WSW '

(where nC denotes the total number of stack channels) is
actually linked to the amplification coefficient !. Indeed,
when Wtot is equal to the thermal and viscous losses out-
side the stack, ! necessarily vanishes.

In Figure 6, the energy conversion terms are plotted as a
function of $#1DS in transition from the QA regime to the
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Figure 6. Energy conversion in one stack channel versus "!%DS

at threshold condition (! . $). (a) Total energy conversion.
(b) Standing wave component WSW (dashed line) and travel-
ling wave component WTW (solid line) of the produced energy.
(c) Viscous component W" (dashed line) and thermal component
W! (solid line) of the losses.

QI regime at threshold conditions. Firstly, the total energy
conversion in the stack channelW 3W#(W$(WTW (
WSW increases when the regime changes from QA to QI.
This can be explained by the fact that when $#($ increases,
the thermal and viscous losses in the resonator also in-
crease, and consequently, the total energy conversion in
the stack must also increase in order to satisfy the thresh-
old condition. Secondly, each of the W#($(TW(SW terms
varies significantly with $#($1DS. In the QA regime, the
most important part of the produced work is WSW . In the
QI regime, WTW predominates while losses in the stack
are primarily due to viscous effects.

3.2. The role of the temperature distribution in the
thermoacoustic core

This section aims at analyzing the effect of the tempera-
ture distribution profile when the temperature ratio TH1TC
and the parameter $#($1DS are fixed. First of all, the ther-
mal and viscous boundary layers $#($ are set in order to
satisfy the condition $#1DS 3 ).-/ at room temperature
(with a fixed Prandtl number + 3 '1& 3 ).0) . This value
corresponds to the experimental conditions of our device
[13, 15] when it is filled with air at atmospheric pressure.
Then, the hot and cold temperatures TH and TC are fixed
to satisfy the threshold condition (! 3 )) for the case
of the linear temperature distribution profile. In order to
describe different examples of temperature profile in the
stack and in the inhomogeneously heated part of the res-
onator (!HS & x & ) and ) & x & HW domains),
the temperatures T &x 3 !HS1+' and T &x 3 HW 1+' are
set to several chosen values (control parameters, see Fig-
ure 7). By fixing TH , TC , and the two control parameters
T &!HS1+' and T &HW1+', the temperature distribution
throughout the thermoacoustic core is then calculated us-
ing a cubic spline data interpolation. The normalized tem-
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Figure 7. Some temperature distribution profile in the thermoa-
coustic core. The choice of T "HW%&# and T "!HS%&# allows us
to describe various physically realistic temperature distributions
using a cubic spline data interpolation.
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perature Tnorm at a given position x is also defined as fol-
lows:

Tnorm&x' 3
T &x'! TC
TH ! TC

. (39)

In Figure 8, the evolution of the amplification coefficient
! is plotted versus Tnorm&!HS1+' and Tnorm&HW 1+',
when HS and HW are set respectively to 0.15 m and 0.4
m. The magnitude of the variations of ! (which are due
only to the temperature distribution profile modification
for a fixed TH1TC) are$*)!(. Such variations are signif-
icant, because an estimate shows that the amplification of
! 3 *)!( corresponds to an increase in jDpj of about -.)%
within 1 second.

Furthermore, from Figure 8, it follows that the am-
plification depends not only on the temperature distribu-
tion in the stack region (Tnorm&!HS1+' parameter) but
also closely on the parameter Tnorm&HW 1+' controlling
the temperature distribution profile in the “passive” region
) & x & HW .

−Hs −Hs/2 0 Hw/2 Hw

0

1

T
no

rm
(x

)

Figure 9. Corresponding temperature distributions for points 3
(solid line) and 4 (dashed line) in Figure 8.
Solid line: "TN "HW %&#$ TN"!HS%&## . "$#)$ $#)#,
dashed line: "TN "HW %&#$ TN"!HS%&## . "$#')$ $#*+#.

In our opinion, the results illustrated in Figure 8 are
of primary importance. We suspect these results to be a
key to the interpretation of many experimental observa-
tions. Particularly, in a previous experimental study of the
transient regime [15], we found that the onset of the ther-
moacoustic instability could give rise to what we called
the double threshold effect. During this transient opera-
tion, the initial exponential growth of oscillations (first
threshold) is followed by a quasi-stabilization (with wave
amplitude slowly growing in time), which before the fi-
nal stabilization is followed by another exponential growth
(second threshold), without significant changes of the ra-
tio TH1TC . As illustrated in Figure 8, various tempera-
ture distributions with the same TH1TC correspond to the
threshold condition (! 3 )). Two particular points, re-
ferred to as 3 and 4, are marked on the threshold curve
in Figure 8. The corresponding temperature distributions
for these two particular points are plotted in Figure 9. The
first, referred to as 3 in Figure 8, corresponds to the linear
temperature distribution profile. The shape of the second
temperature profile in Figure 9 (corresponding to point 4
on the threshold curve in Figure 8) suggests the existence
of a nonzero directional mass flow (in the (x direction).
Such a temperature distribution profile is physically real-
istic since it could be induced by the directional acoustic
streaming [5, 11, 13]. For example, temperature distribu-
tions displayed in Figure 9 could be respectively the ini-
tial and final states of the temperature field in the transient
regime of the prime mover operation. Since the develop-
ment of the acoustically induced variations of the temper-
ature distribution profile might proceed with a different
time scale than the characteristic time of wave amplifica-
tion, the system, in the process of its transient evolution,
may well cross the threshold curve in Figure 8 (between
the initial and final state) one or many times. In particu-
lar, we suspect the observed double threshold phenomenon
[15] to be a consequence of the streaming induced evolu-
tion of the temperature distribution in the transient regime
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Figure 10. Distribution of the acoustic field in the thermoa-
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of the prime mover operation, which causes the system to
cross the threshold curve once between the points 3 and
4. More generally, the results illustrated in Figure 8 sug-
gest that the temperature distribution variations (induced
by acoustic streaming or acoustically induced thermal con-
ductivity) throughout the whole thermoacoustic core are
a source of multistability for our device, even for a fixed
TH1TC ratio.

At this stage, we still have no formal explanation con-
cerning the physical reasons of the observed influence of
the temperature profile on the thermoacoustic amplifica-
tion. Therefore, the roles of the stack and of the inhomo-
geneously heated part of the resonator will be investigated
separately. In Figure 10, the evolution of the acoustic field
represented by jDpj/ jDvj/ and #pv is plotted for different tem-
perature distributions in the inhomogeneously heated part
of the resonator. As Tnorm&HW 1+' increases, the values
for jDpj/ jDvj/ and #pv in the stack change significantly. Con-
sequently, as shown in Figure 11, the energy conversion
terms (equations 32–35) vary.

Here, notice that when Tnorm&HW 1+' varies, the pre-
dominant parameters responsible for the W#($(TW(SW

variations are jDpj/ jDvj/ and #pv . Indeed, since the temper-
ature field remains constant in the stack, the functions f#
and f$ (and consequently FS and h) only depend on the
oscillation frequency f 3 -1+), which in fact does not
vary significantly with Tnorm&HW 1+'. As a consequence,
the energy conversion terms can be written as follows:

W# ,

Z
jDpj( dx/ (40)

W$ ,

Z
jDvj( dx/ (41)

WSW ,

Z
jDpjjDvjsin#pv dx/ (42)

WTW ,

Z
jDpjjDvjcos#pv dx. (43)
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Figure 11. The energy conversion in one stack channel versus
Tnorm"HW %&#. (a) Total energy conversion. (b) Standing wave
component WSW (dashed line) and travelling wave component
WTW (solid line) of the produced energy. (c) Viscous component
W" (dashed line) and thermal component W! (solid line) of the
losses.
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Figure 12. Distribution of the acoustic field in the thermoa-
coustic core for various temperature distributions in the stack
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From the results presented in Figure 11, it follows that the
evolution of jDpj and jDvj in the stack region results in signif-
icant variations of W# and W$ , while the produced acous-
tic energyWTW (WSW remains almost constant. Conse-
quently, the global increase of the total energy conversion
W (and consequently of !) as Tnorm&HW 1+' grows is
mostly due to a global decrease of jW# (W$ j.

In Figures 12 and 13, the effect of the temperature
distribution in the stack is analyzed. Similar to the case
when Tnorm&HW 1+' varies, the Tnorm&!HS1+' varia-
tions result in changes in the acoustic field distribution
(Figure 12). The corresponding evolution of the energy
conversion terms is plotted in Figure 13. The simultane-
ous analysis of Figures 12 and 13 suggests that variations
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Figure 13. The energy conversion in one stack channel versus
Tnorm"!HS%&#. (a) Total energy conversion. (b) Standing wave
component WSW (dashed line) and travelling wave component
WTW (solid line) of the produced energy. (c) Viscous component
W" (dashed line) and thermal component W! (solid line) of the
losses.
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Figure 14. Distribution of the acoustic field in the thermoacoustic
core for various temperature distributions , with HS . $#$)m
and HW . $#(m.

in the thermoacoustic amplification are mostly due to vari-
ations of jDpj and #pv in the stack (and as a consequence,
of W#, WTW , and WSW ). Nevertheless, the relationship
between energy conversion and acoustic variables is more
complex than in equation (40) when the temperature pro-
file in the stack changes. For instance, the influence of the
changes in f# and f$ due to temperature dependence of &
and ' should be taken into account.

At this stage of the paper, it must be remembered that
HS and HW were chosen in accordance with our ex-
perimental device. In Figures 14 and 15, the effect of
the temperature distribution profile is analyzed when the
stack length HS is shortened to ).).m. In this particular
case, as illustrated in Figure 14, the effect of the tempera-
ture distribution in the stack does not result in significant
changes of the acoustic field while it is not the case when
Tnorm&HW 1+' varies. In the same way, as illustrated in
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Figure 15. Contour plot of the amplification coefficient ! versus
Tnorm"HW %&# and Tnorm"!HS%&#, with HS . $#$)m and
HW . $#(m.

Figure 15, the variations of ! are clearly more sensitive to
the temperature distribution in the region ) & x & HW

than to the one in the stack.
Consequently, the influence of the temperature distri-

bution on the thermoacoustic amplification process in an
annular thermoacoustic prime mover is mostly due to the
influence of the temperature field on the structure of the
acoustic field. In particular, the passive temperature dis-
tribution in the region ) & x & HW acts basically as a
mixer of counterpropagating acoustic waves. Both ampli-
tudes and phases of the waves reflected (or transmitted)
through this layer depend not only on TH1TC but also
strongly on the T &x' profile.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, an analytical model is presented, allow-
ing the computation of the acoustic field in an annular
thermoacoustic prime mover, for any temperature field
in the thermoacoustic core, without restriction on the
stack length. The influence of the temperature distribu-
tion profile (i.e. linear or not) is investigated. An impor-
tant result is that the temperature distribution throughout
the whole thermoacoustic core (including the inhomoge-
neously heated part of the resonator) has an important
effect on the thermoacoustic amplification. It is demon-
strated that changing the temperature field results in vari-
ations of the acoustic variables jDpj/ jDvj/ and #pv in the
stack region, and consequently in variation of the pro-
duced acoustic work. It may be of primary importance
when studying the transient regime of the prime mover
operation. Indeed, the heat transfer due to acoustically en-
hanced thermal conductivity and acoustic streaming may
change the shape of the temperature field (and also dimin-
ish the TH1TC ratio) during the process of wave amplifica-
tion. Those acoustically induced variations of the temper-
ature distribution may proceed with a different time scale
than the characteristic time of wave amplification, giving
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rise to complicated dynamical behaviours. Particularly, we
suspect that the streaming induced evolution of the tem-
perature field in the transient regime may explain the ear-
lier observed double-threshold phenomenon. A numerical
investigation of the transient regime is now in progress,
where the heat transfer equation is coupled to the acoustic
problem by taking into account the forced convection due
to acoustic streaming and the acoustically induced ther-
mal conductivity. The objective of the investigation is to
qualitatively reproduce the experimental results, in order
to relate the parameters controlling transient interactions
between acoustic and temperature fields to the measurable
parameters of the experimental thermoacoustic devices.
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